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This card shows off four beautiful roses which were die cut from the Hues of Happiness Designer 
Series Paper (DSP) using the Blossoming Happiness Dies.  The background DSP is also from the 
Hues of Happiness DSP.  This is another example of gorgeous DSP being the star of the show!

Products that will be available for customer orders beginning on May 3 that were used in this 
project include:

Happiness Abounds Stamp Set•
Blossoming Happiness Dies•
Hues of Happiness 12" x 12" Designer Series Paper•
Starry Sky Ink•
Starry Sky Metallic Woven Ribbon•

Card Cuts:
Card Base - Cut 1 Coastal Cabana cardstock to 5-1/2" x 8-1/2", score at 4-1/4"•
Hues of Happiness 12" x 12" Designer Series Paper - Cut 1 "B" side DSP in shades of 
Coastal Cabana and Night of Navy to 4-1/8" x 5-3/8"

•

1. 
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White Panel - Cut 1 Basic White cardstock to 5-3/8" x 2-3/4"•
Inside Panel - Cut 1 Basic White cardstock to 4-1/8" x 5-3/8"•
Scrap of Coastal Cabana for die cut circle sentiment label•
Envelope - Cut 1 Coordinating DSP to 6" x 2-3/4"•

Adhere the DSP to the card front.2. 
Using the large background die from the Blossoming Happiness Dies, center die over the 5-
3/8" x 2-3/4" white panel and die cut.  Adhere the white panel to the left of the card front, 
even with the DSP you glued down in step #2.

3. 

Using the coordinating dies from the Blossoming Happiness Dies, cut out two roses from the 
DSP in Coastal Cabana shade, and cut out two roses from the DSP in Night of Navy shade.

4. 

Using the Blossoming Happiness Dies, cut out three sets of leaves from the DSP using the 
coordinating dies.

5. 

From a scrap of Coastal Cabana cardstock, die cut the circle sentiment label using the 3rd 
from largest circle die from the Stylish Shapes Dies.

6. 

Using one of the medium sized rose stamps from the Happiness Abounds stamp set, stamp 
a single rose in Pool Party ink on the lower right corner of the inside white panel.  Stamp the 
same rose in Pool Party ink on the lower right front of the envelope.

7. 

Using the light shade Pool Party Stampin' Blends, color in the roses you just stamped in step 
#7 above.  At the top of the rose image, there are several thin slivers - leave these 
thin slivers of the rose image un-colored to indicate the top of the rose petal is turned and 
catching the light.

8. 

Using the greeting "Wishing you all the happiness you can imagine" greeting from the 
Happiness Abounds stamp set, stamp the greeting in Starry Sky ink onto the Coastal 
Cabana die cut circle sentiment label.

9. 

Using the greeting "Happy Mother's Day" from the Celebrating You stamp set, stamp in 
Starry Sky ink on the inside panel.

10. 

Dry fit the die cut roses and leaf sets over the white die cut panel.  It's okay to overlap 
slightly onto the DSP portion of the card front.  Once you are satisfied with the placement of 
the flowers and leaves, begin adhering them to the card front.  I used Mini Glue Dots to 
adhere three of the roses and the leaves to the card front.  The large Coastal Cabana rose 
was adhered last using Stampin' Dimensionals.

11. 

Using Starry Sky Metallic Woven Ribbon, tie a double bow and adhere to the card front using 
a Mini Glue Dot.  I tucked the knot of the bow slightly under the large Coastal Cabana rose, 
then trimmed the bow tails.

12. 

Using Stampin' Dimensionals, adhere the sentiment label to the upper right of the card front.13. 
Place several Opal Rounds to the card front.14. 
Adhere the inside panel to the inside of the card15. 
Using glue, adhere the coordinating DSP to the envelope and fussy cut around the flap to 
finish off the envelope.

16. 

The card is complete!  I'll be saving this card to give to my Mom on Mother's Day...can't wait!
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The products used on this card that are available now are listed on the next page.
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Celebrating You 
Cling Stamp Set 

(English) - 158028

Price: $24.00

Add to Cart

Coastal Cabana 8-
1/2" X 11" 

Cardstock - 
131297

Price: $8.75

Add to Cart

Basic White 8-1/2" 
X 11" Cardstock - 

159276

Price: $9.75

Add to Cart

Basic White 
Medium Envelopes 

- 159236

Price: $7.50

Add to Cart

Pool Party Classic 
Stampin' Pad - 

147107

Price: $7.50

Add to Cart

Pool Party 
Stampin' Blends 
Combo Pack - 

154894

Price: $9.00

Add to Cart

Opal Rounds - 
154289

Price: $7.50

Add to Cart

Mini Glue Dots - 
103683

Price: $5.25

Add to Cart

Multipurpose 
Liquid Glue - 

110755

Price: $4.00

Add to Cart

Stampin' 
Dimensionals - 

104430

Price: $4.00

Add to Cart

Paper Trimmer - 
152392

Price: $25.00

Add to Cart

Stampin' Cut & 
Emboss Machine - 

149653

Price: $120.00

Add to Cart

Add All to Cart
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